
Press Release 
CYBONET ANNOUNCES NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH ACMEO, GERMANY 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Haifa, Israel—9 March 2017: CYBONET has signed an agreement 

to partner with acmeo; an expert in VAD and Cloud technology, 

based in Germany. acmeo was founded in 2007 and works with IT 

service providers to provide cloud-based solutions for Managed 

Services, Cloud Infrastructure and Service Management. 

As a consequence of this partnership agreement, acmeo enables IT providers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland to 

extend their managed security services by offering CYBONET’s proven cybersecurity solutions. In relation to PineApp 

Mail Secure, CYBONET’s comprehensive email security solution, Stefan Steuer, Business Development at acmeo, 

comments: “CYBONET offers IT providers a holistic, flexible and scalable security platform that addresses email 

security. Critically, the solution can be offered as a Managed Service or installed directly at the client site.” 

Citing the proven performance of CYBONET’s PineApp Mail Secure, which includes a choice or combination of 

traditional anti-virus engines; Kaspersky and/or Avira AV depending on need, and easy to deploy solution modules, 

Henning Meyer, Managing Director at acmeo adds: “We attach great value to passing on practical support to our IT 

providers... [as well as] a high-performance portfolio, which allows our partners to rely on excellent quality. CYBONET 

is ideally suited to the needs of our partners in this respect.” Cooperation will also enable acmeo to offer CYBONET’s 

new Endpoint Detection and Response solution, Cybowall; a one-stop-shop for cybersecurity threats for midmarket 

organizations. 

ABOUT CYBONET 

CYBONET, formerly known as PineApp, was originally established as an Email Security Solutions Company. Since 2002 

CYBONET's internet security and network control products enable SMB/Es and Telcos to comprehensively protect 

their critical network infrastructure. Whether through the flagship PineApp Mail Secure solution or the next 

generation of Cyber Protection solutions, CYBONET is dedicated to security. 
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